
CIS2376 PRACTICAL
Week 7

Important Warning
Some of the techniques we have discussed in this weeks teaching materials should not be 
used or practiced on any University network. To do so could result in instant suspension 
from the University.

Questions
As in the week 6 practical, you will need to run both the Ubuntu virtual machine and Bad-
Store. See that weeks practical notes for details on how to do this.

1. This question requires you to use Firefox and the Paros Proxy to reset all BadStore 
user passwords to their default value of Welcome. In order to do this, answer the fol-
lowing:

a. using w3af1, identify pages within BadStore that are susceptible to SQL injection 
attacks

b. is the page for modifying user passwords susceptible to SQL injection attacks?

c. what do you think the SQL for updating user passwords might look like?

d. use Paros Proxy’s manual request editor to craft an SQL injection attack and so re-
set all user passwords

2. This question requires you to use sqlmap to perform blind SQL injection and so leak 
information from the website:

http://testphp.acunetix.com

a. Using sqlmap’s GoogleDork setting (ie. getting it to use Google to generate lists of 
URL’s for injection probing!), locate potential blind SQL injection vulnerabilities in 
the above site. Here you will find it useful to use the following GoogleDork expres-
sion:

“site:testphp.acunetix.com ext:php”

b. Using sqlmap, enumerate the following information regarding the above sites back-
end database (ie. DBMS):

i. what databases are present on the DBMS?

ii. what tables are present in the acuart database?
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1 Note: look at the appendix to determine how to configure w3af’s plugins.

http://testphp.acunetix.com
http://testphp.acunetix.com


iii. what columns does the users table have?

iv. retrieve the passwords for 2 users, along with their names and credit card num-
bers

v. retrieve the administrators password

c. In part b. you have identified two users - here we will call them user1 and user2. 
Log in as user1 and then, by using Firefox’s cookie editor, spoof yourself as user2.
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Appendix: w3af
W3af is based around a series of plugins which each have particular uses whilst assessing 
a web application for vulnerabilities. We only consider the 3 main plugins here (refer to the 
documentation for more information):

• Discovery: this plugin is designed to find and locate new URL’s within your target web 
application. Setup this plugin by enabling the following options:

- pykto: this option allows your site to be probed for standard web application artifacts

- robotsReader: this option examines the robots.txt file for new URLs

- serverStatus: server status messages (eg. error pages) are parsed for information 
leakage

- sitemapReader: this option examines sitemap.xml for new URLs

- webSpider: this option spiders the target site starting at the given URL. Ensure that 
onlyForward is checked and that you save this change (otherwise things will get 
messy!).

•  Grep: this plugin is designed to scrape web pages looking for information that may be of 
relevance to your attack run. Enable all options for this plugin.

• Audit: this plugin performs a series of vulnerability assessments on each URL that the 
previous plugins have identified. Setup this plugin by enabling the following options:

- blindSqli

- eval

- fileUpload

- generic

- localFileInclude

- osCommanding

- responseSplitting

- sqli
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